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* LISTING GUIDE * Looking to download and install the game? Do you often find it difficult to beat certain parts? Do you want to play as a PRO? Do you want to get tons of resources? With our unofficial game guide we can teach you how to master the game! Do you want to install and play on any phone,
computer, or tablet? This guide will also help you install the Kindle, Kindle HD, Kindle HDX, Any Android Phone/Tablet, PC, Windows Phone, Blackberry, or iPhone/iPad. Following this guide you can get the game installed and start playing immediately in at least a few minutes! Help, tips, strategies, coin
collection, short reviews and complete guide are also included in the order. Here are more details about what's included in the purchase: - Professional tips and strategies. - Cheats and hacks. - Control. - Strategies. - I'm saving the game. - Power cuts. - Zombie types. - I'm researching. - Character
management. - Secrets, Tips, Cheats, Unlockables, and tricks used by Pro Players! - PLUS A LOT MORE! Disclaimer: This guide is not related, related to or approved by the Game Creator and or owner. We cannot guarantee that this title will be available for download on any of the mentioned platforms.
What is the difference between text in red and black for characters? Red text means a character who has red skills. 4 Likes Mickey should be red, then nice work, by the way. Fixed! 1 As a simple question. Why don't you turn on the other CDs? Also, Judy (Fe) looks more B/C level than D level It provides
little value other than basic damage, and the animal is better than her in every respect. 1 As a good idea. Altough I agree only with the placement of ~30% of these characters. Still a good job, though 1 As My opinion on this matter. Shank is no worse than Ralph. She's bad, but not so bad. I'd say she
belongs around Sally. That's the only thing I don't agree with. Oh, and I strongly agree with Jack's choice of disc. The damage to the MH disk on the back is devastating unless there is enemy joy and Rapunzel. 2 Does he like this considering all game modes? Because then I see nick being scary for
Invasion or City Clock. But he's freaked out in pvp from Elsa, Sitch and Scrooge. I also think rapunzel is S-tier because it is something like Joy, but much harder to exclude; I'm not sure about the location of a gizmod. I think Gizmo and Rapunzel should be switched. As for the characters of Control, Ginny
and WALL-E are definitely A-tier, Ursula in B-tier and Frozone in D-tier. Ginny is good at freezing and WALL-E is anti-sap. 5 Loves they have not banned people just because they are Hispanic. They were banned because of how rude they were, and they were just Latino. 6 Likes What do you mean by
stolen? Who was it stolen from? Oh, that's how we'd prefer if their mail was deserved. Not that Muskeeter is necessarily trying to claim credit, I guess they are better to try to post it on the forum, giving access to the information. All right, show proof that you helped send him to DM, and I'il believe you. This
is not a disagreement if they need to have credit :-). With so many flags, I guess post risk will be closed. Insufficient evidence. Who posted this comment? Display username and avatar 2 Likes next page → Home categories FAQ/Privacy Policy Hi All, Quick update to my R10 Tier list from last week before
inevitably getting Chapter 31 and R11 next week. Changes include:Adding a new ridiculous OP level that I still need. Include the latest 2 hereos to join the game : Jumba and PleakleyUpdate in the Queen of Hearts rankings. Youtube VOD will be published later today after my Live Stream.If you're reading
today this July 17, chances are live right now - so if you want to see how the characters perform for themselves, pop stream @ . The level lists previously published to me can be found here: 1.6.2 , 1.7 , 1.7.2 , 1.8.B , 1.8.2, 1.9, 1.9.2, 1.10, 1.10, 1.8.2, 1.9, 1.9.2, 1.10, 1.10, 1.8, 1.8.2, 1.9, 1.9.2, 1.10, 1.10,
1.8.2, 1.2, 1.8, 1.8.2, 1.9.2, 1.10, 1.10, 1.10, 1.10.2, 1.11, 1.11.4, 1.12, 1.14, 1.15, 1.16.1, 2.0, 2.1My Roster, which serves as a benchmark for comparison, is as follows: Rank 1 North 5 (old servers 5,6,7). 49.46M PowerFull Roster: Red+10, Hero and Skill Level 185, all badges are equipped and fully
improved. Full list: 6-star heroes, 5-star friendship discs at level 145. {Exceptions: Shan Yu, Ballou, Davy Jones, Evil Queen, Jumba - between 3-5 characters PVP Tier List Patch 2.1.10Heroes are not in a certain order within their segmentsAndroni elements: Role [Reservoir, Damage, Maintenance,
Control] and position [back, middle, front]Credit for my guilds and friend Voight Kampff for the new design - very aprricciciated bud! YouTubeTwitchDiscordTo find this useful ;)Page 2 74 comments Hey all, I wanted to post an updated list at the level I work on for Server 21. I appreciate all the comments or
feedback! Background: Server 21 heroes, level 135, rank R0. All the characters are at their maximum and tested, and if they're not, then I'm looking for the opinion of the other players they have. Certain invasion Boss and heist heroes for your convenience. The characters are arranged alphabetically in
each section, not in order of the best -&gt;worse. Please remember that these are opinions that should be used as guidelines and are not placed in stone. Huge thanks to @Emitz and his lists of inspiration and references. 13 Likes the general list looks good, but personally I would for future use of the
green as level and role separators and white to be the background for the actual character. The legibility of this list is not the best in my opinion. Like two things... Gizmo (Duke) should be the invasion of a boss like the same with mushu ... Mushu is a good dealer yellow invasions. 2 Likes thanks! We fought
like the yellow on a white background, but I'm going to play with it and see if we can figure out something I haven't tried to slip into an invasion while my yellow team is pretty hard, hard, I'il give it a try the next time it shows up! On my server... The best guilds... and billions in invasion... Reason - Every
KnOws Gizmo 1 like Gizmo is red. (But it can be used in any invasion) Well, what is your yellow team MX yes, Gencho Miguel drive is my favorite disc in the game LOL 1 Like Like, for the last yellow attack my team was Beast, Kida, Mim, Mula, Mulan, Joy. I used Miguel early in the week, but he wasn't
healed enough in the last few days. Next time, I'il try Li Shang, the Beast, Mim, Mulan, and at your suggestion, Gizmo. I can trade the Beast to test Mushu. I have a problem with that. The tail is bad, but definitely no worse than Rex. I'd say it's more accurate right above Ralph. 3 Likes well... there are many
things that I disagree with here, but it's for opinions. The list itself is very well done, that is, Ginny has never had a disc with Miguel, as the list says. 1 As if it meant that Mike, since they both have the same hexagon. Nice... Mulan's crazy... Very... Mushu is good ... For invasion- you can use Mr. I(El) for
armor shredding you can use Elasticgirl (ja) to cut reality. - No, no I was referring to (Mi) notation in the game and I did not check who it really is. Okay Lol will discuss with Greg when we do the next update, although each section is listed alphabetically, so Shank will technically go under Ralph. Unless you
see it as in B level? I thought you arranged them with vitality. - No, no Yep Shank is situational good, so B will work 1 As next page → Home CATEGORIES FAQ/Service Terms of Service Guidelines Privacy Policy 1 Superb Very Good Medium Bad Low Level Not Released
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